Teammates,
Regardless of the battlefield, the future
operational environment will be more
complex and more lethal than any environment in which the U.S. Army has
previously engaged. Theater intelligence
organizations play a critical role in outlining the complexities of this future environment and understanding adversary
capabilities across all domains. Our nearpeer adversaries are actively working toward achieving technological advances
enabling the integration of space, cyberspace, information, and electromagnetic
warfare capabilities, with the intent of limiting or denying
America’s ability to globally project power. Empowering
theater intelligence organizations with cutting-edge technology and modern architectures sets the conditions to
facilitate overmatch and mitigate our adversary’s antiaccess and area denial capabilities.
In order to employ land power during a crisis, the Army
must first “set the theater.” “Setting the theater includes
whole-of-government initiatives, including bilateral or
multilateral diplomatic agreements that allow U.S. forces
access to ports, terminals, airfields, and bases in the
[area of responsibility] AOR to support future military
contingency operations.”1 Critical to setting the theater
is the military intelligence brigade-theater (MIB–T).
The MIB–T represents the theater army’s collection
and information analysis capability. The MIB–T serves
as the anchor point for any forces flowing into theater,
providing reachback intelligence production, analysis,
indications and warning, and processing, exploitation,
and dissemination. MIB–Ts are postured to provide multidiscipline intelligence and possess a ready set of products,
estimates, and order of battle to be provided to supported
forces executing contingency operations or responding to
a crisis. In the case of the 66th Military Intelligence (MI)
Brigade in Europe and the 500th MI Brigade in the Pacific,
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their forward positioning and persistent
presence allow for continuous shaping
and awareness in the competition phase
as well as a ready presence should
competition turn into crisis or conflict.
The U.S. Army will never fight a major
war alone. Allies and partners will be critical to executing large-scale combat operations in a multi-domain environment.
Forward-stationed MIB–Ts are in a unique
position to establish and maintain intelligence and security partnerships in theater. Theater security cooperation and
regional partnership events are foundational cornerstones needed to shape the environment in
the competition phase. Our adversaries are working every day, in multiple domains, to chip away at U.S. partnerships and alliances as part of their own shaping activities.
We must be prepared to counter those initiatives and
keep our partnerships strong, regardless of the theater.
Maintaining a coherent intelligence architecture from
the theater level to the tactical edge is critical and necessary to support all other warfighting functions in largescale combat operations. A recent warfighter exercise has
illuminated the requirement to maintain system and process interoperability across the intelligence warfighting
function and with our unified action partners. Establishing
common data sharing standards and protocols at the theater level provides unity of effort and can assist in smooth
data transfer at corps and below levels.
Incorporating new and emerging technology by theater
intelligence formations will become increasingly important
as the Army moves toward a force capable of executing true
multi-domain operations. The use of artificial intelligence
and machine learning at the theater level is not only
important to future analytics but also in shortening the
“kill-web,” allowing commanders to prosecute targets
more quickly. Additionally, new unmanned systems and
sensors will inform future reconnaissance and surveillance
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efforts, and emerging deep sensing capabilities will allow
theater intelligence elements to see and shape the
battlefield in a more robust way than ever before.
In the multi-domain environment, the ability to pass
data across the intelligence enterprise at the “speed of
need” is extremely important. The MIB–Ts must provide
a constant flow of information to lower-echelon units
while at the same time feeding joint, interagency, and
multinational elements, ensuring situational awareness
across the intelligence enterprise. As new formations
such as the Multi-Domain Task Force and the Theater Fires
Element come online, and are introduced into various
theaters, the concept of the MIB–T as an anchor point is
unlikely to change. What will continue to evolve are the
habitual relationships between these organizations and
the MIB–T as well as current policy and doctrine to enable
multi-domain intelligence. With adversaries using all the

instruments of national power to influence the operational
environment, the theater intelligence organizations must
gain and maintain an ability to support operations in all
domains and successfully counter adversary activities.
In closing, I would like to thank you and your families for
your daily sacrifice, selfless service, and contributions to
the Army in defense of our Nation. I would especially like
to recognize those MI Soldiers who are currently serving
in forward locations. Your contributions to the MI Corps
and Army mission are greatly appreciated.
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This figure, from ATP 2-01, Collection Management, published 17 August 2021, illustrates the integration of
operations and intelligence, and the relationship between information collection and collection management.
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